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HE work recently undertaken on Iron Age hill-forts in the Oxford
Region, in particular by the Oxford University Archaeological Society,
has made some form of gazetteer and review desirable-if only as a pointer
to the present limitations of our knowledge. This study is confined to Oxfordshire, since its boundaries, though of little archaeological importance, are
readily definable, unlike those of the "ague district referred to as the Oxford
Region; and further it would be superfluous to include north Berkshire as
Mrs. Cotton has cO"ered that county. In Professor Hawkes's system Oxfordshire lies mostly within the Southern Province, and marches with the Western.
It covers a large part of his Region 6.'
• Hill-forts', as is well known, are by no means always situated on hilltops, but they normally command good all-round views. By definition the
earthworks surrounding (or, in the case of a promontory-fort, cutting off)
a hill-fort must have been primarily for military defence, pro,~ding more
than a mere enclosure. All the sites in List A in tlle following gazetteer
seem to satisfy this criterion; although in several cases the defences and their
presumed pre-Roman Iron Age date await the test of excavation.' List B
includes sites of more dubious nature, and it is most unlikely that every one
of these was intended for military defence or is of Iron Age date. Neverthdess
excavation may one day prove some of them to be genuine hill-forts. The
small rectilinear enclosures are likely to be of various dates, though some, one
might suspect from analogies, may tum out to be Bclgic.1 List B could
doubtless be added to. Furthermore, earthworks now completely levelled, but
known from earlier records or as crop-marks seen from the air, arc not
considered here, except for the Big Ring at C"\SSington Mill, which is regarded
a
as a hill-fort and of which a vestige seems to survive above ground.
others, judging from descriptions or appearances, could have merited inclusion
in List A. Also omitted are earthwork enclosures reasonably attributable to
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Earlier speculations that hill.foru were Stone Age. Roman or Danish work have, however,

been IUfficiently discredited by the research of the last half century or so.
, i.e. the latter pan of the pre-Roman Iron Age.
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the Roman, medieval or any other period, and linear earthworks (with one
self-explanatory exception-B. I 2).
As a group, Oxfordshire hill-forts are poorly preserved: few remain
with really impressive defences. But even with the most finely preserved
examples the jield-archlUologist's contribution to knowledge is necessarily very
limited. Ground inspection can normally reveal, besides a hill-fort's size,
shape and situation, the number of banks and ditches and perhaps the position
of the original entrance or entrances. Vague indications of bank construction
can sometimes be deduced from the shape as preserved, or from exposures
caused by erosion or by human or animal activity, helped by a knowledge
of the local geology. Very little can be deduced about the layout of an
entrance from present ground appearances, except perhaps whether it is
markedly inturned or oblique.
Inside Oxfordshire hill-forts the field-archaeologist stands little chance
of discovering tlle positions of buried features connected with occupation,
for, excepting those sites in woodland, all have been partially or wholly under
plough in recent years, and doubtless at various other times since the Iron
Age. Air-photographs are of little help except for the examples on Thames
gravel terraces-the Big Ring at Cassington Mill and the Dyke Hills at
Dorchester. There is, of course, the chance of surface finds, particularly
on ploughed land.
The excavator may be able to discover much more than the field-archaeologist, but, whatever the scale and quality of his work, he cannot hope to reconstruct the whole story. For excavations are necessarily selective. One
or more cuttings through the defences mayor may not be representative of
the rest of their length, and there is always an element of doubt in reconstructing
from a section of a grass-covered bank and ditch the original ramparts with
their stone revetments, timber palisades, breastworks or superstructures,
dumps of earth or rubble, as the case may be, especially should there have
been a sequence of abandonment or destruction and refortification. To date
a period or periods of construction or use, and to correlate them with other
sites requires, in addition to possible architectural comparisons, distinctive
pottery or other finds from sealed layers in or under the original rampart
or in the primary silt of the ditch. And even these finds may pre- or post-date
the actual construction to a degree not readily calculable. An entrance is
likely to produce mnre dateable finds and information on structural typology
and on the history of a hill-fort as a whole. But the time, labour and difficulties involved in such an excavation, and the grave dangers of committing
irreparable damage, should dissuade all but the most experienced and intrepid
of excavators from touching a hill-fort entrance.
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Excavations inside a hill-fort may be undertaken more in hope than in
confidence of discovering traces of occupation; and if these are found, there
may be uncertainty in tieing them into the chronology of the defences, or
they may, of course, belong to an entirely different period. In recent years
on sites with favourable soil and geology the proton-magnetometer has proved
invaluable in locating buried features, notably pits, hollows and hut-sites,
where moreover small finds arc generally most plentiful. But to follow up a
magnetometer survey with scattered 'pin-prick' cuttings is unscientific.
In order to tackle the virtually untouched problems of the social background
of hill-forts and the length and intensity of their occupation, large area
excavations with meticulous attention to every minute feature are urgently
required.
So much for the limitations of the evidence and the means of obtaining
it. On cultural groupings and comparisons of Oxfordshire hill-forts little
can be hazarded at the present stage. Similarly on their purpo es-be they
cattle-kraals, camps of refuge, defended settlements, head-farms of estates,
or tribal centres or capitals? :O-;everlhe1ess, the typological information
tabulated here reveals a variety of com binations, in which such factors as
date, cultural affinities and purpose doubtless play their parts.
Mainly for convenience, the arrangement of the lists is by order of
decreasing size. The determination of situation type is fairly standard, but
based on somewhat subjective criteria. On the other hand, the number of
lincs of dcf('nce is more definite, and no earthwork is regarded as bivallate
unless it has a second ditch. (A counterscarp bank is reckoned part of a
univallate structure.) On geology, strict accuracy is not claimed in every case,
especially as indications on the ground occasionally differ from the evidence
of the Geological Survey, notably where there are superficial deposits and along
the complex junction of the oolite and the lias.
ACK. 'OWLEDGE~lE!'<TS
I should like to thank ~1r. David Sturdy for information on certain
sites; Mr. John Banks, who visit,'d several of them with me, and Mr. Michael
Avery, both of whom have offered valuable suggestions; and the Department
of Antiquities in the Ashmolean Mu eum for permission to consult its topographical records and collections of air-photographs. In general, the latter
are not separately acknowledged in the gazetteer.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Most of the sites listed have brief descriptions, in many cases with small-scale
plans and profiles of their defences, by William POlts in the Viclori. Hislory of llu
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County oj OxJordshire II (1907 , • Ancient Earthworks', 303-49. These descriptions
are nonnally reasonably accurate, though belonging to a time when interpretation
and dating of earthworks were comparatively rudimentary. Earlier descriptions
of sites in the north of the county can be found in Alfred Beesley, The History qf
Banbury (1841), and four selected hill-forts are included in Nicholas Thomas, A Guide
to Prehistoric Ellgland (1960).
\ Vith each site in the gazetteer are included any other important references
relating to it individually.
TO attempt has been made to be exhaustive for minor
references.
For adjacent counties, some of the hill-fort sites are included in Thomas
(op. eil.), and most afe described in the chapters entitled Ancient Earthworks' in
the respective Victoria Coun9 Histories, save for Gloucestershire, which awaits to be
covered. However, there is a brief discussion of Gloucestershire hill-forts by
Mrs. M. A. Cotton in E. ~1. Clifford, Bagtlldon: a Belgic Oppidum (1961), ch. rrt.
Mrs. Cotlon has also written a gazetteer with descriptions of the hill-forts of Berkshire
Btrkshire Arcltaeowgical Journal, LX (1962). 30-52); as well as of rectilinear enclosures
in that county ,B"luhire Archaeological Journal, ux (196110 1-35), which may be
relevant to some earthworks in the List B for Oxfordshire described below.
The following general works may be of use:
I

C. F. C., • Hill-forts " Antiquity v 1931, 60-~17; in which the ABC system
for the British Iron Age was first proposed .
WHEELER, SIR ~10RTlMER) , Earthwork since Hadrian Allcrofi', Archaeological Journal,
CVl Supp. (1952),62-82.
RIVET, A. L. F., Town and Country in Roman Britain (1958), ch. 11,' The Celtic Background '. The bibliography at the end of this chapter is particularly useful
for individual sites.
FRERE, S. S. (ed.), Problems qf the Iron Age ill Southtrn Britain (Papers given at C.B.A.
Conference, 1958); especially the articles by C. F. C. Hawkes and A. L. F.
Rivet. The former revises the ABC, and outlines a system of provinces and
regions.
Ordnance Survey, Map qf Southen! Britain in the Iron Age (1962).
HAWKES,

LIST A: HILL-FORT
THE DYKE HJLLS

A low-lying promontory-fort covering 114 acres. A right-angled bend in
the Thames and it confluence with the Thamc are cut off on the north side by
bivallatc defences. These are ben preserved in the east-central section, where the
inner bank stands some 10 ft. above the interior, and the outer bank about 2 ft.
higher. There is a broad intervening ditch and a slight outer one, and clearly the
outer bank must have been built with material from both. The other sections of
the banks have been lowered or virtually obliterated. Much of this demolition took
place in the 19th century. The gaps through the banks are all apparently postIron Age. The original entrance was presumably at the eastern end, against the
Thame, where, though poorly preserved, there is a suggestion of an inturn or possibly
• cross-banks', like those of the outer defences of the hill·fort on Bredon lIill in
Worcestershire. The Dyke Hills are overlooked by Sinodun Camp, another hill-
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fort perched on an isolated chalk eminence above the Jkrkshire bank of the Thames.
.\ir-photographs reveal that much of the int<rior of the D)'ke Hill is littered
with pits, long ditches, ditched enclosures, and limall circular or penannular ditch I
~me of which are presumably connected with huts. 1l remain to be shown, of
course, whether all these features belong to the period of the defences. . 'or i it
certain whether they stretch over the southern and south-western portion of the site,
or merely cover the middle and northern part nearer the banks. It is pos.r.;ible
that the 'TIlarnes took a slightly more northerly course in Iron Ag~ times, in whith

ca .. the site would have been considerably smaller than it appears.
In 1870 Pitt-Rivers reported on a fresh cutting through the outer bank, showing

the successive tips in its build-up. On the dykes he found pottery of' undoubtedly
BriLi.)h production', and from the ground excavated from the banks and under
cultivation in the interior' abundant evidence of the fabrication of flint implements'.
Burials and various objects. said to hr. of Iron ,\ge, Romano-Briti h and AngloSaxon dates, have been found by casual digging on the banks.
Col. A. Lane Fox (Pitt-Rivers), Journtd ~ II" EthnologrtoJ Socit!1 0/ London, New Series, U (1870),
412 15·
~hj. G. W. G. Allen. Oxmril'lt.f1d, III (1938). 170, fig. !ZO. pI. XVln. air photographs.
For Bredan Hill, T. C. Hrncken • .4~fieaJ JIlIIT1f4I. xcv (1938). I III.
BI:'IIOrrCH

ThiJ large enclosure of 58 acres, also called Bozedown Camp, is essentially
a plateau-fort, though its southern 'ide make. use of the chalk scarp which fall,
towards the Thames. The univallate defences have sufTtred badly from ploughing,
but are best preserved in the woods at the north-east and north-west, where the
bank at its highest stands 7 ft. above the interior. Outside the ditch at the northwest there is a possible counterscarp. Th re is a gap at the sharp north-western
corner, but the original entrance may well be in the destroyed section on the eastern
side. The interior has been extensively ploughed.
In 1953 a cutting through the north-eastern defences found the ditch 10 be ofa
wide V shape about 10 ft. deep. Fragmen ... of Iron Age pottery and part of a
shale bracelet were recovered from the 100..'cr fill.
Finds in the Ashmolean Museum and the Department of Geography, Reading
Univcr.;ity.
P. Wood, OXQnintsUt.

XIX (19~

• 8-1 ..... excavation report.

CA SlXOTON MILL BIG RING

This \ ..'as a fairly circular example r('ckoned to have measured. about 13 acres
on a light eminence in the Thames gravel plain. It is known from Major Allen',
air-photographs, .howing the crop-mark of a broad encl,,"ure ditch with the po, 'ible
trace of a bank on its inner lip. The photographs are not infonnative about the
western edge, and it is likely that the def<nces made u of the high bank of the
Evenlode on this side. However, the evidence of a pipe-trench in 1965 suggest..
that the ditch may have curved round a few yards 'hort of the present river bank.
Except for Ihi, small section, the site was destroyed by gravel-quarrying between
1938 and 1951; but it is apparent that the earthworks had been almost entirely
levelled before then. There remains at the north-wesl, beside the track leading to
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the Mill, a slight rise on the ground which probably represents the original bank.
As the gravel-quarrying proceeded, a number of excavations were made in the
ditch by the Oxford University Archaeological Society and the Ashmolean Museum.
It was generally found to have been a broad V, 10 or 12 yds. wide and between
8! and 13 ft. deep, whose fill showed that a massive gravel bank had stood on its
inner edge, though one section indicated piling on both sides. There were at least
two gaps in the ditch. One at the north-east, discovered by the gravel-digger and just
discernible on air-photographs, was some 20 ft. wide. A clearer gap at the south
was found by excavation to be about 30 fL wide, but with no road or post-holes
between the ditch-ends. Belgic pottery of an immediately pre-Conquest type was
found in the primary silt in some cuttings, and it has therefore been suggested that
the fort was built against the Roman advance. However, at the southern entrance
• a few pieces of the latest non-Belgic local Iron Age pottery' were reported below
the Belgic wares in the lowest fill of the ditches. It is evident that the ditch remained
largely open, though not for purposes of defence, for several centuries, since RomanoBritish and Anglo-Saxon pottery as,ociated with hearths and burials occur low in it.
The air-photographs show a maze of interior features-pits, ditches, sub-circular
and rectilinear enclosures, and ring-ditches. Some of the last have bee:n excavated,
both within and "'lhout the Big Ring, and lhose which produced burials or dating
evidence, belong, as usual, to the Bronze Age. The other features are probably
connected with occupation, but whether they are contemporary with the fort is
generally uncertain. Some have been sectioned and are Romano-British. Moreover the pottery and other finds from the site range from Neolithic to Anglo-Saxon,
though Romano-British predominate.
Finds in the Ashmolean Museum. Except where otherwise indicated, the
following references are to brief notes of observations and excavations at the time
of the gravel-quarrying.
Oxonimsu"

IV (1939), 196.
V (1940), 3. map; 163.
Oxonunsia, VI {IMI }, B4i pI. XIII.
Oxoninui(J , VII ( 1942). 104- 7. brief report on 1939 excavations by D. B. Hardenj pI. lX,

Oxon~ns;Q ,

air.phot~raph .

Oxonrmsia, VIII/ IX (1943/ 4), 193-6.
Oxonunsia, x (1945). 93- +.
Oxon~nri(J, XI / XU ( 1946/ 7), 5~, report on excavation of a Bronze Age ring..rutch inside the
Big Ring by R. J. C. Atkinson ; pL lA, air·photograph.
Oxoninuia, xv ,' 1950). 104.
Oxonimsia, XVI ( 1951 ), 1- ..... report on excavation of ring~itches and part of a Romano--British
enclosure inside the Big Ring by J. S. P. Bradford : 79 i pI. lA , air·photograph; pI. lXA.
I am grateful to Mr. H.J. Case for other information on the site.
WBURY CAMP

A roughly circular plateau-fort wilh the land falUng away to both west and east
and good all-round views over the Cotswold limestone country. It has univallate
defences enclosing about 9 acres. Both the interior and the defences are regularly
ploughed. The bank is now slight and best preserved on the sloping ground at
the east, and the ditch is just traceable around the larger part of the perimeter.
At the north there is a possibility of a counterscarp, which Allen's air-photograph
perhaps confirms. The entrance was seemingly at the north-west.
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lLBURY

A P"M-shaped contour-fort from which clayey slopes fall away in all direction,
most steeply to the west. It measures about 6 acres and has univalIate defences,
whose eastern half is virtually ploughed out, whereas trees and scrub cover the western.
Here the bank hardly rises above the level of the interior, but the ditch i. well marked,
and there appears to be a counterscarp, perhap' modified by a later cultivation
terrace. .. "either of the gaps at the west and south appears to be original. Ground
inspection when the crops were high in] uly 1961 revealed two causeways at the north·
east, the southerly of which looked probably original. But air photographs suggest a
more likely entrance at the south-east.
MADMARSTO!IJ CAl.fP

A contour-fort of an irregular oval hape covering about st acres on a . mooth
hill-top in clay and marlstone country. The defences consist to the north and
east of a bank, ditch and counterscarp bank, but to the south and west are more
truly bivallate, con. isting of two banks and ditches and a third bank as a counterscarp.
The banks have been very much lowered by cultivation. The entrance is at the
south, and appears to be oblique with an oUlrr work
In 1957-58 the Oxford University Archaeological Society exc"'ated both
on the defences and the interior, which was partly surveyed by the proton-magnetometcr. An earlier occupation, probably u~ing a palisade enclosure, , ..·a~ attested
by material from the old land surface under the inner bank. The hill-fort and the
bulk of the Iron Age material were designated' Southern Second B '. The innrr
ditch, where excavated, was 10 ft. deep, and the inner bank was made of piled
clay, made firmer by glutinous grey clay. What remained of the second bank wa,
found to be piled clay. TIle second ditch \\·a.li found to be narrow and ~hallow, and
it was suggested that this and the countcl'Scarp out~ide it belong to a later period of
construction.
fhe ~ite was re-occupied in late Romano-British times, but the defences were
not re-utilized.
Find, in the Ashmolean Museum.
P. J. Fo.....ler.

O~fmllnsia.

xxv (lgOO),

g-4B. excavation report.

TADMARTO.· HEATH CAMP

.\ roughly circular plateau-fort on the ,-orth Oxfordshire limestone. Its
bivallate defences enclose about 5 acres and command good all-round vie\\"S. The
ite is crossed by a metalled road, south-ra<it of which the larger part of the fort i
now included in a golf-collfSC. TIle defences are best preserved on the other ~ide
of the road, though part of this section bean trees and bushes. At its highest the
inner bank ri C'S 4 f1. above the inlerior~ Digging into it twice in this century (on
the one occa.. ion to construct a golf.green, on the other to recover a ferret rt:'vealcd
a stone revetment, in the former case reponed to be 5 to 5l ft. high and 2 to 2 i ft.
wide. The outer bank is nowhere preserved more than 2 ft. high. I ts outer face
is generally th!' steeper, suggesting perhaps that it wa" stone-revetted on this ~ide.
The !':econd ditch is clear though not prominent) and at the north there is ju. l a
pos~ibility of a third bank.
The original entrance, which is neatly incurved, is on
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the eastern side. To the north-west of the road the interior and parts of the banks
are occasionally ploughed.
An affinity with Rainsborough, 9 miles to the east on the Torthamptonshire
side of the Cherwell (where the Oxford U niversi ty Archaeological Society has
excavated from 1961 to 1965) is suggested by the size and siLUation of this fort and
by the apparent nature of its defences. But scientific excavation is required: a
cutting through the defences at the extreme north might prove informative.
A rew yards to the south-east of the Camp is an apparently raised platform,
squarish and measuring about half an acre, with the remains of an enclosing ditch.
Whether it has any relationship to the hill-fort is uncertain.
Notes in the Department of Antiquities, Ashmolean Museum.
For Rainsborough, D. M. E. Avery,J. W. Banks,J. E. G. Sulton, Proc. Prehistoric Sociel,J,
(1967). forthcoming.

XXXIII

\VYFOLD CASTLE

A plateau-fort of irregular oval shape, covering about 5 acres in the Chiltern
beech-woods. The defences are univallate, consisting of a bank reaching in parts a
height of 6 ft., a ditch of equal depth, and a counterscarp bank standing 3 ft. at
its highest point. The banks are apparently built of piled gravel. There is a
break in the works at the north, where a pond and swampy land substitute. The
entrance, which is at the south-west, is a fine oblique example. Trees and undergrowth cover most of the site, but a cutting through the defences should not be too
difficult.
LYNEIIAM ROUNDABOUT

A roughly circular plateau-fort on Cotswold limestone with good all-round
views and enclosing 41 acres. Its univallate defences are in parts destroyed or
badly lowered by a road, quarrying and a plantation. The bank is best preserved
at the north-east where it rises 6 ft. above the interior, but the ditch is only visible
in the plantation at the west. The gap at the north may represent the original
entrance. The interior has been extensively ploughed.
ln t956 the Oxford University Archaeological Society undertook excavations
on the defences. The bank was found to consist of piled loam and small stones with
low stone revetments at front and back and a possible pavement on the crest. The
ditch, where excavated, was a wide nat-bottomed U, 7 ft. deep. Though the
excavators concluded that there had been only one building period, the report
could conceivably be reinterpreted to show that the ditch was at some time cleaned,
and that a stone-faced rampart was superseded by a dump-construction bank.
A few sherds of pottery, reckoned I A2 I , were found just inside the bank.
Finds in the Ashmolean Museum.
N.

Ba}"flC,

Oxonit'lSia,

)(',(11

' 1957), 1-10, excavation report.

CHASTLETON BURROW

A plateau-fort, again in high limestone country, from which the land falls
gently in all directions to give good all-round views. lIS shape is between square
and circular, and it encloses about 31 acres. The defences consist of a single steepsided bank, now covered with trees and bushes, and standing up to 9 ft. above the
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interior and 12 flo above the ex.ttrior. There is no definite l1gn of a duch. Until
recently a roadway crossed the site, making use of the: two narrow gaps in the bank
at the east and north-w.. t. Both of th e gaps could be original. The interior
has been much ploughed in recent years.
Excavation took place in or hortly before ,88" and b) th Oxford University
Archaeological ociety in '928'29. The first a" «ported are ,;rtually valueless.
I Pits were sunk, and trenches cut.'
The bank , .. a. sectioned, apparentaly in more
than one place, and was said to be ' built up of ma. . sive blocks of oolite'. Though
it is not unequivocally stated, the arcount implies that there was no quarry ditch.
TIle second series of excavauons was published without any drawn sections or detailed
plans. 1\"0 complete cutting through the defences wa, attempted, but both 'ides of
the bank were investigated. The lower part of a facing of laid stone blocks was
found on the inner side, but the construction of the outer face could not be discovere'd. 0\\ ing to collapse. The core Wa! of' loose pieces of limestone mixed with
earth'. Outside the excavators failed to di'ICover a ditch, but how the bank might
have been built without a quarry ditch was not discussed. A cutting close to the
eastern entrance su~gested that it \,'as original with a laid stone roadway.
To elucidate the proper nature of the defences of this site further excavation
is nec~ry. Despite vegetation, a complete cutting through the bank would not
be impossible, The contention that tht're i no ditch may well be right, for it is
unlikely that it could have been completely filled while the bank still stands so high.
Neverthelos absence of a ditch is unusual in this region. Presumably the bulk of
the matt-rial was obtained by scraping a wide area outside bare of topsoil and the
upper limestone, which would explain the lower ground level outside the bank.
In t928-29 a number of cuttings were made e1me inside the bank. Hearths
and a fair amount of pottery and other objects were found. They are presumed to
be contemporary with the defences. On this evidence Chastleton Burrow has
gen ...all), been regarded as an early and ,ingle-period hill-fort of' Iron Age ,\ , or
'A2 '

Finds in the Ashmolean ~luseum.
J. E. Price, ThI Joranal of t'" .lntlrTopologicollrutilutt, x (1881), n4-7, report

on exC'avations of

t.I881
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OTHER EARTHWORKS, VISIBLE ABOVE GROUND,
PROBABLY OR POSSIBLY OF THE IRO_' AGE

EY!'iSJlAM PARK CAMP

1'he site situatrd in wooded clayland consists of two parl~t named by Cooper the
Camp and the Yard.
I. 77u Camp.
A roughly circular or sub-rectangular fort of about 3l acres,
enelosed by univaJIate defences. The bank stands up to 5 fl. above the interior,
and the ditch is up to 5 ft. deep. The entrance i· at the south-east. The whole
work is covered by trees and bushes. It is definitely a defensive site and appears
to be of Iron Age type. It commands its immediate approaches, save to the north
where the land outside is slightly, but not seriously, higher.
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In 1955 two cuttin~ were dug through the ditch at the north-east and southwest, but no dating eVIdence was found. The existence of a square-cut ditch of
later date was discovered in the south-western cutting. This may be connected
with the yard.
2. The Tard. An enclosure of about 8 acres, adjoining the southern side of
the Camp and generally clear of trees. It consists of a bank reaching a height of
3 ft. on the eastern side, with traces of a ditch or wide scrape outside it. There
is a gap, perhaps not original, where it should ad/'oin the western end of the Camp's
defences, and a bigger break in the coppice at t le south. Its eastern end runs up
to a pond and thus includes the approach to the entrance of the Camp. The Yard
was certainly not intended for defence, as it is dominated by higher land, especially
to the east.
The Camp and Yard may well be of different dates. Nevertheless, enclosures
adjoining or close to small hill-forts are known elsewhere, normally by cropmarks. A noteworthy example is the ditchwork adjoining Alfred's Castle on the
Berkshire Downs, though here again contemporaneity with the fort is not proved.
I am grat~fuJ to Mr. H. C. D. Cooper for showing me an account of his excavations.
For Alfred's Castle, M. A. Collon. Bnhhi" Arcluuolo,ieal]ournaJ, LVIII (1960), 44-8.
CASTLE BA.'lJK

A sharp-cornered, almost square enclosure of about 5 acres. On the northwestern side the land falls away towards a stream, and here, though the bank does
not rise appreciably above the level of the interior, its drop into the ditch and a
slight counterscarp outside are prominent enough. The entrance appears to have
been on this side. In the other directions the land falls away slightly, and the line
of the bank is only just traceable because of ploughing. Except perhaps for its
shape, there is nothing obviously un-hill-fort-like about it.
BURROWAY

A roughly circular enclosure of about 5 acres on floodahle meadow on an
jsland in the Thames. There is a bank now very lowered, but in parts reaching
3 ft. high, with slight traces of a ditch outside. Casual digging in the interior is
said to have revealed suggestions of a stone building, and on the bank evidence of
burning.
Mr. E. Pocock, who showed me the site, made a cutting through the ditch
in 1962. It was found to be about 16 ft. wide and 6 ft. deep with sloping sides and
a flat bottom. A few Iron Age potsherds were found.
A second and much less distinct enclosure appears to intersect on the eastern
side.
KNOLLDURY

A roughly rectangular earthwork measuring about 3 t acres and situated on a
limestone slope, with the longer axis athwart the contour. It has a single bank,
steep-sided at front and back, and highest at the uphill (northern) end where it
stands 10 ft. above the interior. Exposures suggest that it was built of piled earth
and limestone rubble with perhaps a facing of bigger slabs on the front. Presumably
the back would similarly have needed a facing.
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There is no definite indication of a ditch, but, as, except at the uphill end, the
ground level outside is lower than that inside, it is probable that the material for
the bank was obtained by scraping oUl,ide. On the south..,a"em ide the bank
ha, been partially destroyed: the entrance was presumably here. 'Ibe interior and
surrounding land have been extensively ploughed in recent yean.
Superficially the defences of this work strongly suggest an affinity with Gha,tleton Burrow. Its size is the same, and its shape is not so dissimjlar. Its siting,
however, is unusual for an Iron Age fort in this region.
ROUND CASTLE

This site is covered by trees and bWihes and is in a very poor ~tate of preservation.
It is of oval shape measuring about 2 i acres, and probably had two lines of banks and
ditches, but sub..;equenl embanking and ditching make it impossible to be exact
about them or about the position of lhe entrance. '!bough ,ituated on slightly
elevated land where a thin gravel capping overlies the clay, it is probably bet«r
described as a plateau-fort than as a contour-fort.
TJl"~

\\"1LOF.RSE!\S

A 'quare enclosure with sides of about 70 yd •. near the summit of Muswell Hill.
A bank rises about 4 ft. above the level of the interior. The bank is fairly flattopped and slopes n~at1y inwards, which suggests that if it is not comparatively
modern it has undergone subsequent treatment. There are traces of a ditch or
'crapo outside. The gaps in the middles of the east and west sides may both be
original. It is commanded by higher land on its southern side, and its primary
purpose was probably not defence.
ASH COPSE CAMP

.. \ square enelmure, with interior mea'iUTem~nts of about 40 yds., on fairly
level limestone. It has a bank standing a foot or so high and traces of a ditch
out"ide. The south-western side, where the entrance presumably was, has been
damaged by quarrying. The interior has been under wood or 'crub.
8TUlTt E'S BA . ·K

The l'ietoria County Hisw'.1 «cord a small earthwork here, enclosing a flat
'This has not been definitely identified, but there does exist a considerably plough<d.down bank d cribing roughly the northern half of a rircle.
I f it did once complete the circle, the enclosure would have measured 5 acres or 80,
and have merited cou.c:;ideration a'l a plateau-fort. The land is fairly level at the
west, but falls away to the east. The bank i5 most prominent at the north-east where
it makes a smooth rise of about 4 ft. above the ground-level outside, but only about
a foot above that inside. A break in the bank at the north is occupied by a hollow
that may have been a pond: this is possibly the remains of the feature mentioned
in the I·.C.R At this point another and less distinct piece of bank stretches away
in a northerly direction.
depr~ion.

V.C.H, Oxon.
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IRON AGE HILL-FORTS AND OTHER EARTHWORKS IN OXON.
CORNBURY EARTHWORK I

The remains of a probable rectangular enclosure at the north-eastern end of
Cornbury Park. There is a bank rising at its highest 2 ft. above the interior, and
a ditch 2 ft. deep. The south-western side, which i. 100 yds. long, and parts of
the adjacent sides survive.

In view of the interpretation of Cornbury Earthwork II (below), one might
wonder whether this one, and other traces of banks in the Park, also date to the
Civil War.
LYNEHAM EARTHWORK

Part of a probably rectangular enclosure situated on a slope, first recorded by
E. M. Jope. Its eastern side is 70 yds. long, its southern 40. The other two sides
have been mostly destroyed, apparently by quarrying. The enclosure was
bounded by a bank, now very slight, with a trace of a ditch outside. A gap near
the south-eastern corner is probably original.
Note in the Department of Antiquities, Ashmolean Museum .
CORNBURY EARTHWORK U

This is on a slope above the Evenlode, and forms two and a half sides of an
open square, measuring about 40 yds. internally, which was obviously never
complete. It consists of a shallow ditch with banks on either lip aT, on one side,
on the outer lip only. The work is broken by a gap that may be subsequent, and
there is a hollow inside.
O'Neil's interpretation or this earthwork as a Civil War battery sounds fairly
plausible.
B. H. St. J. O'Neil, Oxoniensio, x ( 1945), 73-8.
HARK WOOD EARTHWORK

Crawford identified a promontory-fort here, formed by the confluence of two
small streams cut off by an earthwork which he regarded as westward-facing.
This interpretation is most improbable. The bulk of the material from the earthwork's ditch is indeed thrown eastwards, but not to make a rampart, as Crawford
assumed, for this is the downhill side and is still dominated by the higher land to
the west. It is clearly a counterscarp bank to aid defender! facing downhill (i.e. eastwards) from the other side of the ditch. Such a method of constructing defensive
works on hillside! is not unusual. The linear earthwork quite probably belongs to
the \Vychwood Grim's Ditch complex, which, from Harden's excavations, appears
to be Belgic work of the I st century A.D.
O . G. S. Crawford, Anliquity, IV (1930), 305, 3<>8-9.
D . 8. Harden, Oxonimsia, It (1937), 7"'~,
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LIST A: HILL-FORTS
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No""

I

·1 he Dyke Hills

Nal. grid

Parish

'if.

Sitoolion

IJP<

In/trior
siu in
tIlTtS,

opJWox.

No. of
iWJ of
difmu

Height a/xM
s~a-ltl'll

Gtological formation

infttl,
approx.

SU 573935

Dorchester

Promontory

"4

•

SU 643783

Whitchurch

Plateau/promontory

sa

I

C:winglon

Plateau

13

I

.20

Gravel

•

Binditch

3

Cassington Mill Big Ring SP

450100

Gravel

150

Chalk and drirt

3~5-430

4 'Idbury Camp
I

SP 229195

ldbury

Plateau

9

I

650

Inferior ooLile

5

SP 438305

JXddington

Contour

6

I

400

Lower lias

SP 38638g

SwalcJi(fc

Contour

51

I'.

550

Tadmarton

Plateau

5

•

140

Inferior oolitf'

SU 683810

Check-eodon

Plateau

5

I

380

Gravel over chalk

SP 299214

Lyneham

Plateau

4S

,

650

Great oolite

Ch~tleton

Plateau

3*

I

780

Great oolite

j

llbury
'Madmanlon Camp

7) ·Tadmarton Heath Camp SP 388357
8

Wyfold Cud.

9 *Lyneham Roundabout
10 ·Cluul1eton Burrow

I SP 258282

Numben as on the map on page 40.
Sites marked - are scheduled by the Ministry of Works as protected ancient monuments (1g61 liJt).
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LIST B: OTHER EARTHWORKS, VISIBLE ABOVE GROUND, PROB.\BLY OR POSSIBLY OF THE IRON AGt;
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~
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5

1
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Plateau

5

I

200

Gr.vd

Blilu,m

Plateau/contour

- --;.

:2?

4j.KnOlibury

-s!

.v.., '"",
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-
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- -""---11--------1j
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,
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t
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-+t----------<I---~
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I
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1
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1
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-----il-c_
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